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We propose two masslessnon-diagonalscattering theories with SU(2) isotopic symmetry.
While beingidenticalin theright- and left-movingsectors,theydiffer in theright—left scattering.
The first theoryhas reflectionlessresonanceright—left amplitudesand exhibits two independent
(right and left) SU(2) symmetries.It is suggestedas a scatteringtheory of the SU(2)x SU(2)
principal chiral model with the Wess—Zuminoterm of level k = I. In the second scattering
theoryonly oneSU(2) group survivesat finite distances.We interpret thisone as corresponding
to the 0(3) sigma model with the 8 = ir topologicalterm. In both the casesthe thermodynamic
Bethc ansatzequationsare derived.

1. 2D factorized scattering

The bestway to understandthe large-distancephysicsof relativistic field theory
(RFT) is to considerthe correspondingspectrumof relativistic particlesand their
scattering(the S-matrix). Moreover, it is commonly believedthat apartfrom this
large-distanceapplication the completeS-matrix containsin fact the whole infor-
mation about RFT at all distances[1].

Turning to the S-matrix theoryonepossessesnumeroustools basedon general
RFT principles like unitarity, relativistic invarianceand analyticity of scattering
amplitudes[11. In particular, the relativistic bootstrapprogram (see e.g. ref. [1])
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was suggestedlong ago as an alternativeto the original hamiltonian treatment.
This non-perturbativeapproachturnedout to be really efficient when applied to
the two-dimensionalintegrablerelativistic systems.Peculiaritiesof 2D kinematics,
togetherwith the specific higher symmetriesof the integrableRFTs, result in a
drasticallysimplified scatteringpicture called the factorizedscattering(FS) [2,31.
Not only the numberof particles is conservedafter the scatteringbut also the
completeset of their 2-momenta.If thereare no different particlesof the same
mass,the whole scatteringprocessreducesto a (momentadependent)phasegain
and any multiparticle scatteringamplitude is a product of all possible pairwise
ones.This patternis calledthe diagonal(or penetrable)FS. The non-diagonalFS
occursif different particlesof the samemass(e.g. isotopicmultiplets) arepresent
in the RFT spectrum. These particles may change their internal degrees of
freedomunderFS. Nevertheless,the multiparticleamplitudesareagaincombined
asproductsof two-particleones.The lastare requiredin this caseto satisfy special
consistencyconditions, called the Yang—Baxter (or factorization)equations(see
e.g. refs. [3,4]).

Due to the absenceof particleproductionin the FS the analyticstructureof the
FS amplitudesis infinitely simpler than that of the generalS-matrix. The S-matrix
bootstraptechnique,enhancedby the factorization, becomesextremelyeffective.
Starting from relatively poor initial knowledge one often is able to construct
explicitly the whole set of scattering amplitudes, i.e. the complete S-matrix,
includingthe spectrumof particles.The exactS-matricesof the 0(N) sigma-model
[3], the SU(N) Thirring model [4,5], the principal chiral models(PCMs) on Lie
groups [5,6], the critical Ising model in magneticfield [7] and other integrable
perturbationsof conformal field theories(CFTs) [8—11]constitutea ratherrandom
list of relevant references.In fact most of exact results in the 2D integrableRFT
were achievedthis way.

In principle all the contentof an integrableRFT model is encodedin its FS.
Once the factorized S-matrix is known, one can go further towardsthe complete

descriptionof the integrableRFT. In refs. [12,13] it wasshown how to apply the
bootstrap technique (starting with a known factorized S-matrix) to construct
explicitly the local RFT fields. Also the thermodynamicBethe ansatzequations
[14,15],which describeexactly the finite size effects (FSE)in integrableRFT, are

derivedin principle from the factorizedS-matrix.
The factorized S-matrix approachis conceptuallyclear if all the excitationsof

integrable RFT are massive. However, many examplesare known of massless
non-scale-invariantintegrableRFT models.From the renormalizationgroup (RG)
point of view theseRFTscorrespondto the RG trajectoriesflowing betweentwo
RG fixed points (FPs) of infinite correlation length [16]. The large-distance
behavior is thereforemasslessandis governedby the CFT of the fixed endpoint,
while the initial FP controls the ultraviolet (UV) characteristics.For example,an
infinite sequenceof trajectories interpolating betweenthe successiveIsing-like
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multicritical FPswasobservedin refs. [17,18].Therearestrongarguments[19] that
thesetrajectoriescorrespondto integrableRFT models.

Strictly speaking,it is not clear how to takeadvantageof the integrability in the
masslesssituationof this kind. The FS bootstrapseemssomewhatdoubtful since
the very notion of scatteringof masslessparticles is not well defined in 2D.
However, sometimesit turns fruitful to ignore theseconceptualdifficulties and
consider(at leastformally) the factorizedscatteringamplitudesof masslessparti-
cles. In ref. [20] a simple diagonalFS theory of masslessgoldstonef ~mionswas
suggestedin connectionwith the masslessintegrableflow from the tricritical Ising
FP to the critical Ising one[21]. This FS theorywas thenusedto derive the TBA
equations,which werearguedto describeexactlythe correspondingFSE.

The masslessTBA systemof ref. [201was later generalizedin tnany ways to

describe the FSE in other masslessRFT models, which are either known or
suspectedto be integrable: the interpolations between different SU(N)kX

SU(N)I/SU(N)k±I coset CFTs [20,22,23], the SU(N) x SU(N) PCM with the
Wess—Zuminoterm [22,23]and the 0(3) sigma-modelwith the 0 = ~- topological
term (belowreferredto asSM~,.)[24]. However,theseTBA equationsweremainly
guessedbut not derivedfrom any masslessFS theories.This is a drawback,since
the TBA equationsare designedto describeonly oneparticular characteristic(the
FSE) while the backgroundFS theory, evenformal, is expectedto contain the

complete description, at least in some implicit form. This is why it is highly
desirableto havethe correspondingmasslessFS theoriesexplicitly available.

In this note we suggesttwo exact S-matricesof masslessparticles. They are
proposedas the FS theoriesfor two sigmamodels: the SU(2)>< SU(2) PCM with
the Wess—Zumino—Novikov—Wittenterm [25—27]of level k = 1 andthe SM~,..To
get some justification for the S-matricesproposed, in sect. 3 we derive the
correspondingTBA systems. These turn out to coincide precisely with that
suggestedin refs. [22] and [24] for thesetwo models.Thereforeall the arguments
therein in support of the TBA systems are also in support of our present
proposition.Otherpossibleapplications,which could provide someadditional tests
(but arenot yet performed)arediscussedin sect. 4.

We first recall a few relevant things about the sigmamodelsunderconsidera-
tion. The SU(2) x SU(2) PCM is definedthrough the action

APCM = ~ftr[(G_1a~G)(G1a~G)} d2x + ikF(G) (1.1)

where the 2D field G(x) takesvalues on the SU(2) group manifold and A is a
dimensionlesscoupling constant. F(G) is the Wess—Zumino—Novikov—Witten
term [25—27],whichcan be definedas follows

F(G) = ~J tr[(G~1~G)(G13~G)(G13sG)]e~d3x (1.2)
24ir B
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Here the 2D space-timeis considered as a compact boundary 9B of some
simply-connectedthree-dimensionalball B, where the field G(x) is continuous.
For topological reasonsthe definition (1.2) is ambiguousand the corresponding
coupling k mustbe takeninteger[25—27].In the following the RFT model (1.1) is
denoted PCMk, whereas the more common name WZW is reservedfor the
correspondingfixed-point theory k A2 = 8~.

While the Wess—Zumino—Novikov—Wittenterm doesnot influence essentially
the UV behaviorof the model, it affectsdrasticallythe large-distancepattern.At
k = 0 the infrared(IR) behavioris massive.If k � 0 the RGflow of thecoupling A2
terminatedat the IR FP A2 = 8~/k I andthePCMk is masslessat largedistances
[27]. The characteristicCFT of the JR FP is the SU(2)WZW model [28] of level k

(the SU(2)k below) which exhibits two SU(2) Kac—Moody algebras(of level k)
formed by the right and left currentsJ=(G’c3G) and J=(3GG’). The corre-
spondingconformal central charge is c = 3k/(k + 2). Typically the PCMk RG
trajectory arrivesat the IR FP along the direction definedby the irrelevant field
tr(G’aGG~3G)of dimension 1 + 2/(k + 2) [28]. An exclusionis k = 1, where
this field doesnot exist in the IR CFT. The mostnatural incoming direction to
expectin this caseis theoperatorTT,composedfrom theright andleft stress-tensor
componentsof the IR CFT [22].

Along with the PCM
0 [29] thePCMk at k ‘�~0 werearguedto be integrable[30].

Polyakov and Wiegmann[27] have shown that the PCMk can be obtained as
N —‘ ~ limit of certain N-component(chirally asymmetricfor k ~ 0) integrable
fermionic model which is solvable by the Bethe ansatz technique. Below we
advocatewhat we think to be a more direct approachto this problem.

The 0(3) sigma-modelis a field theoryof the three-componentunit-vectorfield
a = 1, 2, 3; n~= 1, with the action

= ~f(a~n~)2 d
2x + jOt, (1.3)

where f2 and 0 aredimensionlesscouplingconstants,the lastonemultiplying the
integer-valuedtopological term

t = ~fc ,e~8~n~auns0~nyd2x. (1.4)

Action (1.3)isasymptoticallyfree in f2. Thetopological term is almostinvisible in
the UV region (in particular, it does not modify the UV perturbationtheory).
Although not much is known about the IR patternat 0 ±0 or ir, the large-dis-
tancephysicsis expectedto be strongly0-dependent.At 0 = 0 the0(3) sigma-model
(1.3) is massiveand integrable[31]. Its spectrumconsistsof the 0(3) triplet of
particlessubjectto the FS of ref. [3]. It is stronglybelievedthat the sigma-modelat
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0 = ‘ir (the SM,~)becomesa masslessRG trajectorywhich endsat the sameFP as.
the PCM1, i.e. the JR behavioris governedby the SU(2)1 CFT [32]. This trajectory
arrives to the IR FP along a different direction, which correspondsnow to the
marginal field tr(JJ) (J and J are the basic SU(2)1 currents).When considering
this marginalperturbationof SU(2)1

Ag =AsU(2) +gftr(iJ) d
2x, (1.5)

where g is a dimensionlesscoupling,it is importantto distinguishpositive(g> 0)
andnegative(g < 0) perturbations,which leadto different RG behaviors.If g <0
the perturbation(1.5) is asymptotically free and originatesa massive integrable
RFT, which coinsidesessentiallywith the SU(2) Thirring model. The correspond-
ing massiveFS theory was suggestedin refs. [4,5]. At g positive we, have the
zero-chargeRG flow. In this case (1.5) can be consideredas the l~trge-distance

effective actionof SM
77..

The problemof integrabilityof the 0(3) sigma-modelat 0 � 0 is no~completely
understood.There are good reasonsto believe that the 0(3) sigmamodel with
0 = ~- is also integrable.It is possibleto show that this modelpossessesnon-trivial
higher-spinlocal integralsof motion. This is consideredas a st,rofig evidencefor
the integrability * and in what follows we assumethat SM~is integrable.

2. SU(2)-symmetricmasslessscatteringtheories

The factorized scatteringtheorieswe statehere include only masslessstable
particles.Theseare the SU(2)R doubletof right-movingparticles Ra(P)(a = ±is
the right isotopic index) with the energyspectrume = p (p > 0), andthe SU(

2)L

doubletof left-movers L~(p)(p <0), where a = ±is the left isotopic index and
e = —p. It is convenientto parameterizetheon-mass-shellmomentaof particlesin
termsof the rapidity variables — ~ <f3, /3’ <~

e =p = ~M e8 for right-movers ~2 ~

e = —p = ~M e~’ for left-movers.

Here M is a mass scale, which can be chosenat will when considering the
scatteringin the right- and left-moving sectors,since the right—right or left—left
amplitudesdependonly on the dimensionlessratios of mom~nta.The right—left
scatteringdistinguishessomepreferablescalenormalizationM (seebelow)

* At 0 � 0, ~- thenon-perturbativecorrectionscanspoil theseconservationlawi’Although whetherthis

happensor not is not yet analyzed,the integrability of SM~with general 0 seemsunfeasible.
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We usesymbolsRa(/3)and L~(/3’)as elementsof associativenon-commutative
algebra,which gives a convenientrepresentationof the FS [3]. In the right andleft
sectorsthe scatteringis definedby the commutationrelations

Ra(13l)Rb(13
2) = S~’(/3,-

(2.2)
La(/3;)Lt,(I3~)= S~ (/3~-p;)Lh,(13~)La(/3;),

wherethe two-particlescatteringamplitudeS~’(/3)is takenin the SU(2) symmet-
ric form

5ab’(f3) = ~T(/3)~:’~’ + ~R(13)o~”&~’, (2.3)

with the transition and reflection amplitudesa~T(f3)and ~R(/3) respectively.It is

convenientto definealso the two-particleamplitudesin the isovectorandisoscalar
channels

S~(/3)~T(P) ±~R(/~), (24)

S0(/3) ~T(/3) ~R(PY

The associativityof algebra(2.2) requiresthe scatteringamplitudesto satisfy the
factorization equations[3—5],which relatethe two amplitudesin eq.(2.3)

0(13)
(2.5)

0R(/3)

(with at the momentarbitraryconstantK) andalso the unitarity

S0(f3)S0(—/3) = S~(/3)S~(—/3) = 1. (2.6)

It ~,hpqldbe noted,that the analyticcontentof the unitarity (2.6) andthe crossing
symmetrybelow is not well justified in the presentcaseof masslessright—right or
left—leftscattering.Usually in RFT theanalyticformulation of thesetwo principles
is connectedwith the analyticcontinuationsof amplitudesin the channelinvariant
variables.The analytic propertiesin thesevariables are actually abstractedfrom
theseof the correspondingFeynmandiagrams[1], i.e. in fact from the perturbation
theory. In our situation the channelinvariantsare absent.Moreover, as we shall
seebelow the right—right andleft—left amplitudesarecompletelynon-perturbative
andthe experiencebasedon the Feynmandiagramsfails. Neverthelesswe suppose
here that in term.sof the rapidity variables /3 the unitarity andcrossingsymmetry
havethe usual analytic formulations [3]. In particular, the amplitudes(2.3) satisfy
the following crossingsymmetryrelations

(2.7)

= ~T(13) 0R(PL
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The bootstrapsystem(2.5)—(2.7)is exactlythe sameaswas solvedin refs. [3—5]in

connectionwith the massiveSU(2) Thirring model. Here we take the minimal
solution [4,5], whichhasno polesandzeroesin the “physical sheet”0 < Im /3 <~-

ça’b’~ ~\ — ______ fQ5a’gb’ —

‘-‘ab k.t-’) — — l.I°a b ~ a b

with

1/3 /3
F —+—— F

~ 2 2iir 2iir
~‘~~P) 1 13 1~

F —-~ F
2 2iir 2i’rr

We quotealso the following representation,convenientin the TBA applications

e~~2 sin /3k
S~(I3)= expf 2 cosh(irk/2) k dk (2.10)

Before turning to non-trivial left—right scatteringsupposethat the right- and
left-moving particlesdo not interactat all (so that their scatteringis trivial). The
two separateFS theories(2.2) in the right and left sectorsare obviously scale
invariant and may correspondonly to a scaleinvariant RFT, i.e. to a CFT. We
state that the scaleinvariantFS theory(2.2) describesin fact the SU(2)WZW field
theoryof level k = 1, i.e. the SU(2)

1 in our notation. At first sight it looks quite
surprising that so well known and in a sensesimple CFT as the SU(2)1 (in
particular it admits a very simple representationin terms of one free massless
scalar field [33]) has somethingto do with the non-trivial amplitudes(2.8). We
believehoweverthat the FS theory (2.2) gives some alternativedescriptionof the
same CFT in terms of masslessparticles subject to non-trivial non-diagonal
scattering.The statementis supportedby the TBA calculationsof sect.3, where it
is demonstratedthat the scaleinvariantFS theory(2.2) predictsthe characteristic
CFT form of the FSEwith the conformalcentralchargec = 1. Clearly, this is only
a consistencycheck,not a proof. Whatwould be a proof is to explicitly construct
(e.g. by the bootstraptechniqueof refs. [12,13]) the basic WZW chiral currents,
using (2.2) as the backgroundscatteringtheory, andto verify that they satisfy the
defining Kac—Moodycommutationrelationsof level 1. A fewcommentsaboutthis
programareplaced in sect.4.

Considernow a non-trivial right—left FS,definedby the commutationrelations

R~(f3)L0(f3’)= Ua~’(/3—/3’)Lh(13’)Rh(/3). (2.11)
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Due to therelativistic invariancethe left-right two-particle amplitudeLi~ depends
only on the rapidity difference.Note that in the right—left scatteringthereis a
non-trivial s-channelinvariant s = M2 exp(/3 — /3’). The soft scattering s —p ~ in
our parameterization(2.1) correspondsnot to /3 — /3’ = 0 but ratherto /3 — /3’
— ~, where the two-particle thresholdis hidden. In generalthe point /3 — /3’ = 0
haveno specialmeaning,being dependenton the choiceof scalein eq. (2.1). In
what follows we take advantageof this ambiguityand specify M so that the most
interesting physics (the crossovers)in the right—left scatteringwould occur at
/3—/3’~-0.

Whendesigningthe right—left scatteringwe havein mind a masslessnon-scale-
invariant RFT, which behaveslike SU(2)

1 CFT in the infrared limit (namelythe
two RFT modelsdiscussedin sect.1). Thereforewe expectthe right—left scattering
amplitude U~(/3— /3’) to be trivial in the low-energylimit 13 — /3’ —s ~ At the
crossoverregion /3 — /3’ 0 the right—left scatteringbecomesnon-trivial andspoils
the infraredscaleinvariance.

The action (1.1) of PCM1 at all distancesenjoys the global SU(2) x SU(2)

isotopicsymmetry,which is enlargedto a product SU(2) x SU(2) of two current
algebrasin infrared. Despite it remains to be understoodhow thesecurrent
algebrasare implementedin the scale-invariantscatteringtheory (2.2), the last is
obviously invariant underthe global SU(2)R X SU(2)L rotations.The only way to
introducea non-trivial right—left scatteringpreservingthis global symmetry is to
set it diagonal

Ua~(/3—/3’) = 1](/3 —p’)~,~, (2.12)

with a singletransitionamplitude U(/3).
The factorizationequationsfor e.g. the right—right—left scatteringare satisfied

trivially with this choice.The analyticpropertiesof the right—left masslessampli-
tudes in the variable s, and therefore in /3 — /3’, where discussedin ref. [20].
Insteadof separateunitarity and crossingrelations,in the masslesscasewe have
onecombinedunitarity-crossingrestriction,which readsfor the diagonalscattering
(2.12)

U(/3 +i~-)U(/3)= 1. (2.13)

The simplestnon-trivial solution we proposefor the PCM1 model

U(/3) = tanh(~-— ~-~) (2.14)

Note that herewe took advantageof the freedomin the scalenormalizationM to
shift the only zero in the physical sheet0 < Im /3 <ir to the point /3 = iir/2. The
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pole /3 = — iir/2 at the secondsheet— IT < Im /3 <0 canbe interpretedas a very
unstable0(4)-isovectorresonance.

The amplitude (2.14) becomestrivial both in the low-energylimit s —‘ 0 andat
highenergiess —p ~, while describinga non-trivial scatteringat the resonancemass
scales ‘~ M2. This scalecorrespondsto the crossoverfrom the 0(4) sigma-model
regimeat short distancesto the SU(2)

1 CFT behaviorin the infraredlimit. In sect.

3 it is demonstratedthat the TBA equationssuggestedin ref. [22] for PCM1 as a
result of someguessworkin fact follow from the masslessFS theory(2.2), (2.8) and
(2.12), (2.14).

ApparentlySM77. enjoysonly one0(3) ‘~ SU(2) isotopicsymmetry,insteadof the
SU(2) x SU(2) of PCM1.Thereforewe canpermit the right—left scatteringto spoil
the infraredSU(2) x SU(2),preservingonly the diagonalsymmetryof simultaneous
right andleft 5U(2)-rotations

Ua~’(P—/3’) = uT(/3 —/3’)~6,~+ uR(13 —/3’)~~, (2.15)

with a non-zeroreflection amplitudeu~(f3— /3’).
The mixed right—left factorizationrestricts

uT(13) i
=—(i3—/3~) (2.16)

uR(13) ~

where ~ is an arbitraryconstant.This constantis requiredto be realby the real
unitarity, i.e. by the relations

UT(/3)UT(/3) + uR(13)uR(/3)= 1,

(2.17)
UT(13)UR(/3) +uR(13)uT(13) =0,

where /3 is supposedrealandthe stardenotesthe complexconjugation.Therefore

canbe set to zero by an appropriatenormalizationof the scaleM. The analytic
unitarity—crossingreads

uT(13)uR(iTr +13) uR(13)uT(ilT + /3) — UR( [3)u~(iir +13) = 0,
(2.18)

UT(f3)UT(MT +13) + uT(13)uR(iIT +13) — uR( .t3)uR(i7r +13) = 1.

With the relation(2.16) the first of theseequationsis satisfiedidentically,while the
secondonegives (f~~= 0)

IT
2

UR(13)UR(iIT+13) = — 2 2~ (2.19)
/3 +IT
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Requiringthe amplitudeU~(/3) to haveneitherzeroesnor poles in the physical

strip 0 < Im /3 <IT we arrivepreciselyat the samesolution (2.8) as in the right and
left sectors

Ua~(13)= iS~(/3)[/3~_iIT~J, (2.20)
/3-lIT

except for a little difference in the overall multiplier i, which is due to the
differentsignsin the crossingsymmetryrelations(2.7) and(2.18) in the right—right
(or left—left) andthe right—left scattering.In the lastcasewe_havechosenthe sign
of eq. (2.18) to keepin contactwith the trivial scatteringu~7(p)—s — ~ in the
infrared /3 —s —X• Then in the UV limit /3 —s ~ the right—left scatteringbecomes
againtrivial U,~(/3)—s ~ while developinga non-trivial patternin thecrossover
region s ‘~ M2.

We proposethe factorizedS-matrix definedby eqs.(2.2),(2.8) and (2.15), (2.20)

as an exactmasslessscatteringtheoryof the SM
77. model. In sect. 3 this scattering

theory is used to derive the correspondingTBA equations,which turn to be the

sameaswere suggestedin ref. [24] on the basisof someheuristic arguments.

3. TBA equations

The SU(2) scatteringtheoriesof sect. 2 are non-diagonaland in the Bethe
ansatzanalysesone has to apply the higher-levelBethe ansatztechnique[34] to
arrangeproperlythe isotopicstructureof the Bethewave function.This introduces
a structureof fictitious particles(magnons),which are againsubjectto FS. For the
SU(2) symmetric FS (2.2), (2.8) the magnonicstructurewas studied long ago in

connectionwith the isotropic Heisenbergspin chain [35]. What we needat the
momentis summarizedin appendixA.

Let us startwith the scaleinvariant FS (2.2) with non-interactingright andleft

sectors,which thereforecanbe consideredseparately.In particular, thereare two
independentmagnonsystems,describedin theappendix.Following the usualTBA
lineswe put the systemof say right particlesinto a periodic box of length L and
impose the periodic boundary conditions for the Bethe wave function

I f3~,... , 13N)ai a,~,of N particles of rapidities /3~,.. I
3N (a

1,...,aN are their
isotopic indices, which are suppressedbelow). The periodicity conditions imply
somequantizationequationsfor the set /3~,..

13N’ which canbe formulatedasthe
following systemof Yang equations[34]

(et”k’ + T(f3k 1131 /3N)) I/3~,...,f~N)= 0, k = 1, 2 N, (3.1)

where Pk = ~M e8~and T(u I ~ /~N) is the trace of the isotopictransfer-ma-
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trix (A.1). Supposingthe stateto be an eigenvectorof the transfer-matrixcharac-
terized by a set of magnonrapidities y1,.. ., YM (which in order must satisfy eqs.
(A.12)) andnotingthat ~~(

0) = 0 onecanrewrite eqs.(3.1) in the following explicit
form

e~PkLfl 13kY,+iIT/2 USV(/3k—/3,) = 1. (3.2)
j=1 13k—Y~—lIT/21=1

In the thermodynamiclimit N —s cc, M —* cc onedealswith therapidity densities
of particlespo(f3) andparticlestatesA

0(/3), which are relatedby the integral form
of the Bethe equation(3.2)

2ITA0=~*p0—~ ~ *p~+ ~LM e
0, (3.3)

n~l

where the rapidity densities of n-magnon bound states p~(y)and the kernel
functions 4 and 4~aredefinedin appendixA (eqs. (A.20) and(A.26)). With the
identity (A.25) eq. (3.3) becomessimply

2ITA
11 = * A1 + ~ML e

8, (3.4)

where q,(x) is given by eq. (A.24) and A~(y)are the densitiesof holes in the
n-magnonstates.Adding this equation to eqs. (A.23) we obtain the complete
systemof integralBethe equationsfor our problem,which is obviously associated
with the semi-infinite chainof fig. 1 (one nodeis addedascomparedto fig. 7). The
correspondingincidencematrix is againdenoted1mn wherenow m, n = 0, 1,..., cc~

It is now straightforward to produce the system of TBA equaions,which
describesthe specific free energyof the systemat finite temperatureT= 1/R, or,
equivalently,the CasimirenergyE(R) of the systemliving on thefinite space-circle
of length R [14]. Onehasto minimize the free energy

.9[p,, A,,] =R~’—5’2, (3.5)

with respectto the macroscopiccharacteristicsp~(y)and A,,(y), taking into
accountthe constraints(3.4) and(A.23). In eq. (3.5)

M
~‘= —~fe8p

0(/3)d/3 (3.6)

60 61 62 63
p _-o~~- G 0— . .

0 1 2 3

Fig. 1. Semi-infinite chain associatedwith the Bethe ansatzsystem (3.4), (A.23). For the TBA
applicationspseudo-energiesr,,(/3), n = 0, 1 areattributedto thenodes.
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is the energyof particles(obviouslymagnonsdo not contributethe physicalenergy)
and (A,,=A,,—p,,,n=0, 1 co)

~= Ef[A,, log A,, —p~log p,, —A,, log A,,] d/3 (3.7)

is thetotal entropyof particles,magnonsandthe n-magnonboundstates(from the
physical point of view the entropy of fictitious excitations effectively caresabout
the isotopic entropy of real particles). Introducing the pseudo-energiese,,(/3),

exp(—r0)

A0 — 1 + exp(—r0)

- (3.8)
A,, exp(—r,,)

n=1,2,... cc
A,, 1 + exp(—r,,)

we find the following TBA system

~ ~ ~ 1,,,,,L,,,=0, n=0, 1,...,cc, (3.9)
,n=0

where

L,,(/3) = log(1 + e~) (3.10)

andthe “energy terms” r’~are

ii0(/3) = +MR e
0,

(3.11)
ii,,(13) = 0, n = 1, 2,... ,cc~

It is convenientto associatethe pseudo-energieswith the nodesof the semi-in-
finite chaindiagram,as shownin fig. 1. ThentheTBA system(3.9) is characterized

MR ,
0 0 0

0 -0 0— .

0 1 2 3
(a)

MR ~
0 0 0

-0 -G
6 1 1

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Characteristicdiagram for the “right-moving” TBA system(3.9). (b) The same for the
left-movers.
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by the incidenceof the diagramand the energyterms correspondingto its nodes
(fig. 2a). Clearly, for the left-moving particleswe havethe TBA systemof fig. 2b.

The Casimir energy is expressedin termsof the pseudoenergiesas follows [14]

1
Eright(R) = - ~ fs,,(/3)L,,(f3) d/3

2ITR ,.,~

M
= - ~ e8L

0(/3)df3, (3.12)

where only the contribution of the right-moving particles is taken into account.
Following the standarddilogarithmprescription(seee.g.refs. [14,15]) it is straight-
forward to evaluate(3.12)

Eright(R) = — 12R’ (3.13)

with c = 1. Note, that due to the scaleinvarianceof the backgroundscattering
theory this result is not an asymptoticestimation, as in the caseof massiveTBA
calculations[14,15],but exact.Adding the samecontributionfrom the left particles
we obtain for the total Casimirenergy

E(R) =Eright(R) +Eleft(R) = — ~ (3.14)

i.e. preciselywhat is expectedfor the CFT SU(2)1 [36].
Note, that would we start with massive relativistic particles (with the energy

spectrume
2 —p2= m2) subject to the sameSU(2) invariant FS (2.8), we would

arrive at the TBA systemof fig. 3. In ref. [22] this systemwas suggested(without

derivation)for the SU(2)-symmetricasymptoticallyfree perturbation(1.5) of SU(2)
1

(i.e. the non-scale-invariantpart of the SU(2) Thirring model).
Switch on the right—left scattering. If it is diagonal, as in eq. (2.12), and

preservesthe SU(
2)R X SU(2)~symmetry, we againhavetwo independentSU(2)

magnon structures.Denote p,,, A,, and p
0, A0 n = 1, 2,. ~•,cc the n-magnon

densitiescorrespondingto the right andleft particles,andalso Po’ A1) and P~’A6
the densitiesrelated to the right andleft particlesthemselves.Taking into account

rnRcoshj 0 0 0

0’ 0 0 . .

0 1 2 3

Fig. 3. TheTBA systemfor massiveSU(2)-invariantFS theory.
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MR~
5 MRfl

0 0 —~i—’ —-—e 0 0
—0 0 ~-o 0- 0~- 0—

2 1 0 1 2

Fig. 4. The incidencestructureandtheenergytermsin theTBA equationsfor PCM~.

the right—left amplitude (2.14) (note that —ir9 log U(/3)/d/3 = q’(/
3)) we find the

following infinite systemof integralBethe equations

~ n~2,

2ITA
1 = * [~3 + Phi,

2ITA0 = * [A3+p~]— ~ML e~,

2ITA~=~*[Ai +ph] + ~ML e
0,

2ITA
1 =~*[A2+p11j,

2ITA5=~*[A,,+I+A,,l], n~2, (3.15)

associatedwith the infinite chain of fig. 4. The correspondingTBA systemfor
pseudoenergiese,,, e0 n = 0, 1, 2 cc, is representedby the incidencestructure
of this diagramandthe energytermsindicatedin fig. 4. This infinite TBA system
wasproposedin ref. [22] in connectionwith the masslessPCM~

The isotopic structureof the secondscatteringtheory (2.8), (2.20) doesnot
distinguish betweenthe right- and left-movers. In this case there is only one
common magnonstructure,which is characterizedin the thermodynamiclimit by
single set of densities p,,, A,,; n = 1, 2 cc• The densitiesPo’ A0 and Po~‘to,
related to the right andleft particles,satisfythe following Betheequations

2irA0 = * A1 — ~ML e~,
(3.16)

2ITA0çc*A~+4MLe
0.

0
0 0 0

MR/

0

Fig. 5. TheTBA systemsuggestedfor SM,r.
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Joining the magnonicsystem(A.23) we arrive at the incidencestructureof fig. 5.
The TBA systemfollow, which is specified by the incidence diagram and the
energytermsof fig. 5. This is preciselywhat was suggestedin ref. [24] for SM,,..

4. Concluding remarks

We discussherefew possiblelines to justify the statementsof sect. 2.
First, it is highly desirableto havesomethingmore reliable about the scale-in-

variant scattering(2.2) and its relevancefor the SU(2)1 CFT. The TBA support
presentedin sect.3 is definitely notenough.As wasmentionedin sect.2, it would
be satisfactory to have an explicit bootstrap construction of the Kac—Moody
currentsof level 1 starting from the FS theoryproposed.In view of the beautiful
bootstrap techniquedevelopedin refs. [12,13] this program by no meanslooks
hopeless.Actually, mostof the ingredientscan be borrowedfrom ref. [13], where

the currentsof massiveasymptoticallyfree SU(2) Thirring model wereconstructed
andverified to satisfy the expectedlocal commutationrelations.In the massless
limit this construction gives us exactly what we need, except for the central
elementk in the current commutatorsappearsin ref. [13] as an infinite sum of
highly non-trivial multiple integrals.The only remainingproblem is to verify that
this complicated series in fact converges to 1.

A secondproblemconcernswith the non-scale-invariantmasslessFS theoriesof
sect. 2. The TBA derivationspresentedin sect. 3 canbe consideredin support of
their RFT interpretation. However, not much is known about the solutions to
theseTBA systems,except for the correctpredictionsof the UV and IR central
charges[22,24].It is difficult to analysetheseinfinite systemsof couplednon-linear
integral equationsevennumerically.The following settlementseemsmorepromis-
ing. Supposeour masslessfield theoriesPCM1 or SM,,. are subjectto an external
anisotropicmagneticfield, directede.g. along the third axis in the SU(2) isotopic
space.Thenonly particlesof “spin up” are createdin the vacuum,their FS being
diagonal.The vacuumenergyin the presenceof magneticfield h is analysedby the
Bethe ansatztechnique,which is reducedin this caseto a finite systemof linear
Wiener—Hopf integral equations(see refs. [27,37,38] where this approachwas
applied to close problems)where the FS theory content is encoded.The Bethe
ansatzresults can be comparedwith e.g. the perturbativeexpansions in the
correspondingRFT models.Following this line we are able to verify that in the
UV limit (h >> M) the SM,,.-relatedFS theoryof sect.2 predictsexactlythe same
perturbativeexpansion(to all orders) as the analogousBethe ansatzequationof
ref. [38], based on the massive FS theory of the 0(3) SM11 (i.e. without the
topological term) [3]. On the other hand, the infrared (h <<M) perturbative
expansionto all orderscoincides(up to the substitutiong —s —g in the running
coupling constantg) with that predicted (in the UV limit now) by the massive
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scatteringtheoryof the asymptoticallyfree SU(2) Thirringmodel. In both the cases
therearenon-perturbativedeviations,which are not yet analysedproperly.These
calculationswill be reportedelsewhere.

A.B.Z. acknowledgesthe hospitality of Ecole NormaleSupérieurewhere this
work wasperformed.

Appendix A

Herewe discussthe magnonstructureof the Bethewave function in the caseof
the SU(2) invariant FS theory. The main object is the color transfer-matrix.
Considera statewith N particlesof rapidities /3~,... ‘f

3N~Eachone is the SU(2)
doubletand the total isotopic spacehavethe dimensionality~ The transfer-ma-
trix 7~”(u)acts in this spaceas a 2” x

2N matrix with the entries(fig. A.1)

Ta~’(UI ps,. . . , /3N)~’~ = Sh~’(u- /31)S~(u- /32) . .. S:~bN(u- /3N), (A.1)

where u is the spectral parameterof the transfer-matrix(a complex numberin
general)and S~’(p)are the scatteringamplitudes(2.8), which are known to
satisfy the factorization(Yang—Baxter)equations

S~,’~(/3)S~~(/3+ /3’)S~~(/3’)= S~(/3)S~,’,~(/3+ /3’)S~,~3’(/3’).(A.2)

In eqs.(A.1), (A.2) and below, a, b, c = ±are the isotopicSU(2) indicesandthe
summationover repeatedones is implied. From the identities(A.2) the commuta-
tion relationfor the transfer-matrixfollows

T”(u)Tb
0”(v)S~,~(u— L’) =s:~”(u— v)T~(v)T~’~’(u), (A.3)

c
1 c, c3 cv

a a1 a, a3 ay_ a’

~1 -Hp---...

A’ /~2 ~3 /~N

b3

Fig. A.1 The transfer-matrix (Al). Each node correspondsto the SU(2)-symmetrictwo-particle

amplitude(2.8).
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where we consider T,’(u) as a 2”‘’ x
2N matrix and suppressthe corresponding

indicestogetherwith the rapidities f~~,••f3~of the “frame” particles.In particu-
lar, the tracesT(u) = T,~’(u)arecommutingat arbitrary u and v

[T(u), T(v)] =0, (A.4)

and our presentproblem is to studythe spaceof their common (u-independent)
eigenvectorsand the correspondingeigenvalues.At this point we follow the
technique of quantum inverse scattering method, developedby Faddeevand
collaborators[39].

Onestartswith the“bare vacuum” state 0>, which is definedas thevectorwith
all the N particlescarrying“spin down”, i.e. a1 = a2 = ... = a~,= —. Obviously it
is an eigenstateof T(u) with the eigenvalue

N N

T(u)I0)= FIffT(u—13k)+ flSV(u—/3k) 0> (A.5)
k—I k—i

wherethe amplitudes0T(/3) and S~(/3)were defined in sect.2. Now, the spaceof
statesis constructedby multiple actionof the operatorsT141(A) on thebare vacuum

(A.6)

It follows from relations(A.3) that

[T~(u), T~(v)] = [T~(u), Tt(v)] =0, (A.7)

so that the vector (A.6) is independenton the ordering of the parameters
A1 AM. We shall seebelowthat it is not misleadingto considerthe state(A.6)
as a stateof M fictitious particles(we call them the magnons)which travel with

therapidities A1,. . . , AM throughthe “framelattice” of N realparticles.Note that
the transfer-matrixdefinition (A.1) implies the periodic boundaryconditionsfor
thesepseudoparticles.This meansthat in general(A.6) is not aneigenvectorof the
transfer-matrixunless the set of rapidities A1,.. . ,AM is constrainedby special
relations(the Betheequations).To derivethesewe needsome of the commutation
relations(A.3) in more explicit form

[Tt(u), Tt(L’)] = [TI(u), TI(v)] =0,

(u—v)Tt(u)Ti~i(v)=iITTIi(u)Tt(v) +(u—L’—iIT)Tii(L’)T~i(u),

(u-L’)TI(v)T~(u)=iITT~(v)TI(u)+(u—v—iIT)T~(u)TI(L’). (A.8)
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Using theseone arrivesat the formulas

.f,±[ \ 5
I ±t.u) ~

M A-—u+iIT N

= 11 FIo-T(u---13k)IAI,...,AM>
3=1 A1—u k=1

M M A-—A+iIT N

+ 1—I ‘ flo~T(AI—/3k)IAl,...,XI,...,AM,u>,
3=1 A1—u ~j A1—A1 k—I

TI(u) IA1,.. ., AM>

M u—A.+iIT N

= 11SV(u—/3k)IAI,...,AM>
~ u—Ai k=l

M ~IT MA.A.+jIT N
+ ____ ‘ flSV(AJ—/3k)IAI,...,~J,...,AM,u>.(A.9)

~ u—A11,~1 A,—A1 k=l

Here A1, .. ., AM means that A1 is missing from the list of arguments.
Therefore I Al,...,AM> would be aneigenstateof T(u) = Ti~i(u)+ TI(u) provided
the following equationshold

MAA_ N /A_allIT ~ 3 1-’k) =1, (A.10)

~ A1 — A1 + lIT k=l S~(A1— /3k)

while the correspondingeigenvaluewould be

T(u)1A1

M u—A•—iIT N M u—A +IIT N

11 fl~T(u13k)+ ~ USV(u—13k) IAI,...,AM>.
3=1 uA1 k=1 3=1 u—A1 k=1

(A.11)

It is more convenientto introducethe shifted rapidity variables y, = — iIT/

2 + A,
for the magnons,rewriting eq.(A.10) in the unitary form

~Y

3Y,+iIT ~ YJ/3k~/

2 =1. (A.12)

~,*j y

1Y~1IT k=l YJI
3k+~/2

It is very naturalto interprettheseequationsasthe periodicity conditionsfor the
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Bethe wave function of M magnonssubjectto the diagonalFSwith the magnon—
magnonscatteringamplitude

Y + lIT
S11(y) = . . (A.13)

y — lIT

The propagationof the magnonsacrossthe lattice is only due to their scattering
againstthe frame particles.The correspondingamplitude is

Y —/3 —iIT/2

= ~ ~ (A.14)

Thereis no needto analysethe system(A.12), sinceit coincides exactlywith the
systemof Bethe ansatzequationsfor the magnonicexcitations in the isotropic
Heisenbergspin-1/2 chain (more precisely, with an integrableinhomogeneous
version of it) and is studiedvery detailed[35]. It is known that in the thermody-
namic limit N —s cc, where the frame particlesare supposedto form a localized
rapidity distribution po(/3)’ solutions to the system(A.13) are either the isolated
real roots y0, correspondingto the magnonproper of rapidity y0 (we call it
M1(y0)), or the stringsof arbitrarynumbern of roots

y,,=y0+~iITv, v= —n+1, —n+3,...,n—1. (A.15)

Sucha string is interpretedas the n-magnonbound stateM,,(y0) of real rapidity
Y0.

Using the fusion technique it is straightforward to calculate the scattering
amplitudeof any M,,(y) againstthe frameparticle(this determinesits propagation
along the lattice)

y—f3—inIT/

2
S,,(y — 13) = . , (A.16)

Y — /3 + lflIT/2

andalso the pair amplitudeof the M,, — Mm boundstatescattering(m ~ n)

y+iIT(m +n)/2
Smn(Y)= y—iIT(m+n)/2

y+iIT(m +n —2)/2 y+iIT(m —n—2)/2 2y+iIT(m —n)/2

y—iIT(m+n—2)/2 y—iIT(m—n—2)/2 y—iIT(m—n)/2~

(A.17)

Considernow a thermodynamicstatewhere N = cc andalso the numbersof all
the n-magnonpseudoparticlesgo to infinity, so that we canintroducethe rapidity
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densitiesp,,(y) of the magnonbound statesM,,, n = 1, 2 cc~Consideringalso
the densities A,,(y) of statesfor the n-magnonsM,, we arrive at the following
systemof integral Betheequations

2ITA,, = ~,, * Po + E ~mn * Pm’ (A.18)
m=1

where * denotesthe rapidity convolution

* p = f ~(y -x)p(x) dx, (A.19)

andthe kernel functionsare

= —i~logS~(y),

(A.20)

(9
~mn(Y) = —i~j—logS,,,,,(y).

The infinite systemof integralequations(A.18) is simplified vastlyafter onetakes
into accountthe following identities

1 / ITfl
—~,,(k)=exp~———IkI
2~ 1 2 1 (A.21)

£ (~m~— ~~mp( k)) — 2 cosh~ITk/2)1Pn)=

which hold for the Fourier transforms

= fet~,,(y) dy,

= fe’~m,,(y) dy, (A.22)

of thekernelfunctions(A.20). In eq. (A.21)lm,,;m, n = 1,2,. ••,cc, is the incidence
matrix of the semi-infinite chain (see fig. A.2, where the numberingof nodesis

p 0 —0—...
1 2 3 4 5

Fig. A.2 Incidencestructureof the Bethesystem(A.23) for then-magnonexcitations.
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indicated). Introducing the “density of holes” A,,(y)=A,,(y) —p,,(y); n = 1,
2,. . . , cc, oneobtains

1 — —

A,, = * [A,,÷1 +A~_1], n = 2, 3, .. ~cc,

(A.23)
1 F 1

A1= —~*[A2+p0],2IT

with the unified kernel

q~(x)= 1/coshx. (A.24)

Fromthe system(A.23) it is easyto derive also the following identity

E ~ (A.25)
n=I

where

= 12 cosh(ITk/2)e’~dk = —i—log S~(/3), (A.26)

is the kernel connectedwith the amplitudeS~(/3)in eq. (2.10).
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